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Introduction
Think of these two objects 
Graphyte and diamond ,In fact , 
they are made of the same matter , 
same atom , carbon.

Social network is transforming our 
societies  , lives and behaviors .



. 

Social networking is becoming one of the most important communication tools 

and  part of our daily life , millions of people share interests on certain 

disciplines, make friendship  share files , photos and videos , create blogs , 

send messages and conduct real-time conversations .

About 1.3  billion are monthly active users on facebook , 232M on twitter, 

540M on Google , 277M on LinkedIN , Wikis , blogs , Podcasting , Maps , 

Google Docs  ….



. 

Social media is transforming people from content readers to  content makers .

30 billions of items shared monthly on



. 

Internet penetration in Africa  is 18 

percent  of the hole population. whereas 

socialy is  only 7 percent 

In the 1280 millions of facebook users in 
the world , 50 millions use it Africa.

Source : wearesocial.net



Some Groups are created in facebook , many pages  of driving schools  , NGOs (road 
memory , amie de la route , tarik essalama  , el baraka ) 



Women , road safety , social 
networks

Women  is the nearest person to child before 

and after incidents occur .

Man has the probabily to die 3 times than a 

women and the responsabilty of women is 3 

times after road tragedies , as mother , wife  , 

syster , daughter ( in middle and low income 

countries).



Women as mother interract positively with 

18-24 year olds possessing the heaviest 

social media account owners, 91 per cent of 

this category ( attracted to road risky 

behaviors ) own  Facebook accounts .

.



Number of women administering road safety facebook pages has increased 

, strengthening influence of their activities , and number of followers , 

showing good continuity .

following are some examples





Kunhadi (a Lebanese Youth Awareness 

NGO promoting Road Safety) hasl a road 

safety advertising campaign in association 

with Lebanon’s Mother’s Day, (March 21, 

2011). The campaign is designed to wake 

up the Lebanese Youth to what they may 

be leaving behind if they don’t respect 

traffic laws. The Mother’s Day television 

and outdoor advertising campaign provides 

a twist to the custom of giving flowers on 

Mother’s Day.

http://www.kunhadi.org/


MADD

Founded by a mother whose daughter was killed by a drunk driver, 

Mothers Against Drunk Driving is the nation’s largest nonprofit 

working to protect families from  driving under the influence of 

alcohol and drugs, support the victims of this violent crime , 

increase the awarness of the problem





THE mother of a 

Birmingham schoolgirl 

who was knocked down 

by a lorry launched  

many campaign to 

improve safety at the 

scene of the tragedy.

Hope Fennell, 13 was killed on 7/11/2011 

while on her way back from school and on 

a puffin crossing. The driver of the HGV-18 

tonne has been texting..

I believe I have lost my child because 

safety was not taken as seriously as it 

should be,





A Mother's Fight for Justice and 
Better Road Safety





Présidente de l'association " Ligue contre la violence routière « 
Atteindre l'objectif : zéro accident !
Interpeller le public des réseaux sociaux sur la gravité de la violence routière au 
quotidien.
Chargée de communication du laboratoire d’informatique de Paris-VI, à 
l’université Pierre-et-Marie-Curie-CNRS, Chantal Perrichon est depuis 2003 la 
présidente de la Ligue contre la violence routière. Cette association, fondée vingt 
ans plus tôt, interpelle régulièrement les acteurs de la sécurité routière –
ministres, élus, préfets, maires, constructeurs automobiles, automobilistes, 
motocyclistes, etc. – afin de rendre la route plus sûre pour ses usagers.



NGOs , GROUPS , PAGES

















Road Safety Content 



Type of content posted on facebook ( socialbakers)

Every day , hundrunds of photos  and videos are posted  in facebook 

- strong messages through posting poor and bad behaviors  images.

- Interraction between road users , having positive impact in real traffic.







Lorries entring schools but not 

from their doors..





Around 100 hours of video are uploaded 

each minute to youtube and this number is 

increasing.

6 billion hours of video are watched each 

month. 

Thousands of hours about road crashes 

and road safety videos are uploaded as 

well .







Conclusion

• Provide a training 
program to african 
groups and NGOs in road 
safety content  
developement , ads 
design for social media.

• Research on changing 
behaviors using social 
networks

• Encouraging Women to 
use social media 
awarness. 

• Road safety wiki and 
map




